* 6 Days 5 Nights 5 Rounds Fukuoka Golf *
(Sake Package)
Day 1 :

Arrival in Fukuoka
Arrive in Fukuoka airport, your tour guide will meet and welcome you. Proceed to
Shima Seaside Country Club and enjoy an exhilarating round of golf at this seaside
golfing paradise. Located at a scenic vantage point of the Fukuoka Itoshima Peninsular,
the course offers ample views of the ocean throughout your round, with gorgeous palm
trees lining the rugged coastline. The wide fairways and large greens help to offset the
difficulty of the coastal winds. Transfer to hotel in Fukuoka to check-in for 5-night stay.

Day 2 :

Fukuoka

(Breakfast)

Play 18 holes at the Ogori Country Club. The club features 27 holes that plays
through a flat hillside plateau of Japanese cypress trees and old pine. The West
Course features wide fairways and large greens, while the East Course is more
demanding with the lake and creeks that come into play. The South course is a little
more challenging for the average golfer, playing longer off the Regular tees.

Day 3 :

Fukuoka

(Breakfast)

Experience the wonders of golf in Fukuoka at the Ito Golf Club. The hilly layout captures
the beauty and charm of its natural surroundings. The course is moderately undulating
with many holes featuring a downhill layout. Coupled with windy conditions and the water
catchment areas in the 2nd nine, strategic play and good club selection are key. The course
is tournament worthy, with the Japan Senior Pro Championship being hosted here in 2009.

Day 4 :

Fukuoka

(Breakfast)

Golf a round of 18 holes at the Classic Golf Club, home of the Japan Senior Open
2017. The course features 3 pristine nines - the King Course, the Queen Course
and the Prince Course, each with two greens for play throughout the seasons.
Through generally wide, the King Course is flanked by dense forest on either side
of its fairways, while more lakes coming into play at the strategic Queen Course.
The Prince Course features the most varied layout with doglegged fairways,
downhill playing holes and tricky water hazards.

Day 5 :

Fukuoka

(Breakfast)
Round off your golfing adventure at the Queen’s Hill Golf Club. This lovely course
offers stunning views of the mountain ranges in the distance and vibrant plantings of
azaleas that bloom in spring. The course challenges with lakes and creeks that deftly
weave throughout the course, with subtly undulating greens and windy conditions
that keep you on your toes.

Day 6 :

Departure from Fukuoka

(Breakfast)

Free till departure transfer from hotel to airport for homebound flight.

